
 
 

 

 
Abstract— This article analyzes experiment results re-

garding subjective perception of a web application. Software 
quality models, since the first publications on this subject, 
propose a prescriptive approach. Although most of the 
models are well explained and applicable, they still do not 
describe the real process taking place in a user’s mind. 

Behavioral economics, psychology, philosophy and cog-
nitive sciences have developed several theories regarding 
perception, the valuation of goods and judgments formula-
tion. An application of these theories to software engineering 
and an intentional management of the user’s perception 
processes can significantly increase their satisfaction level 
and general quality grade assigned by the user to the soft-
ware product. 

In this article we concentrate on a part of the software 
quality perception process: the history effect and its influ-
ence on software quality perception. 

 
Index terms—.web application, quality perception, cognitive 

psychology, behavioral economics. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

A. Motivation 
Software engineering aims to deliver high quality soft-

ware products. Although a similar goal is common for most 
of the engineering disciplines, software engineering scien-
tists underline that software products are significantly dif-
ferent from all other human crafted products. Intangible 
software products also seem to be much more complex in the 
aspect of quality measurement. 

On the other hand at every stage of the software produc-
tion lifecycle, when the software product is presented to 
individuals (e.g. users), they tend to formulate their own 
opinion about the quality of the product. Even more, they 
formulate their opinion in a relatively short time. How is it 
possible if we consider the fact, that there is no commonly 
accepted software quality model nor a software evaluation 
process model? One of the possible answers is a conclusion, 
that users base their opinion on some other process and dif-
ferent software quality definition than those ones presented 
in literature. 

We have identified the lack of a comprehensive descrip-
tive model explaining the real process of software quality 
assessment. In consequence we have proposed a theoretical 
model resulting from cognitive sciences studies [9]. In this 
article we present the evidence supporting the validity of the 
discussed model regarding the area of the influence of 
knowledge on the quality perception. The observer’s 
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knowledge, according to the model presented on fig 1, in-
fluences the perception filter (focusing on the most impor-
tant characteristics), the perception of attributes (perception 
– combination of observations into a conveyed object) and 
the weights assigned to the observed characteristics. This 
article concentrates mainly on the perception part of this 
influence. 

B. Background 
Software quality has been a subject of study since the 

1970’s when software development techniques started to be 
perceived as an engineering discipline. The first quality 
models were published by McCall [12] and Boehm [5]. 
Successive attempts continue and the most current one is the 
SQuaRE (Software product QUality Requirements and 
Evaluation) model developed within the ISO/IEC25000 
standards series. This new approach is perceived as the new 
generation of software quality models [22] and is being used 
for the decomposition of the end users perspective to soft-
ware components requirements [1]. 

The general conclusion about software quality models 
should observe that there is no commonly accepted model 
nor is there a commonly accepted evaluation method. On the 
other hand users and customers are in fact useing some 
model and method to evaluate software. 

The valuation of goods has been studied by economic 
scientists for centuries [7]. Many researchers have also tried 
to investigate how a personal value grade may be influenced 
(or fail to be influenced) in the aspect of a cognitive process 
associated with judgment formulation (compare Lawrence 
Kohlberg, Max Weber, von Weiser etc.) 

The neo-classical economic model of human behavior 
lays upon assumptions about utility maximization, equilib-
rium and efficiency. These assumptions correspond with the 
classical model of human behavior known as homo 
economicus. The concept had appeared in the book consid-
ered to be the beginning of the economics science [19]. Al-
though discussed assumptions are widely accepted they are 
just a simplifications made for the purpose of modeling the 
decision processes or economic behavior. Publications in the 
last years have put the above assumptions under critic [7]. 
The first publication drawing the attention to limitations of 
the homo economicus concept was the author of this idea 
Adam Smith. In The theory of moral sentiments [20] the 
author describes the asymmetric reaction to the increase and 
decrease of wealth. This observation was investigated in the 
20th century by Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky [10]. 

The economists begrudgingly accepted the counterexam-
ples to neo-classical models based on empirical observation 
results. The new approach in psychology, cognitive psy-
chology, had proposed a new model of human brain using a 
metaphor of information processing system [14]. Psycholo-
gists start to compare their psychological models with the 
economics ones. Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky had 
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published the research results for the heuristics in decision 
making [24] and the prospect theory [10] considered to be 
the two most important milestones of behavioral economics 
[7]. 

The works of Herbert A. Simon [18], Garry S. Becker [4], 
George A. Akerlof [2], A. Michael Spence, Joseph E. Stig-
litz, and Daniel Kahneman [10] were awarded with the Bank 
of Sweden Prize in Memory of Alfred Nobel in 1978, 1992, 
2001 and 2002 respectively. The prize for Daniel Kahneman 
was shared with Vernon L. Smith awarded for the research 
results in experimental economy. 

Modern experimental psychology, understood as a psy-
chological research area, follows ideas proposed by Wilhelm 
Wundt, who had established the first laboratory for psy-
chological experiments in the 19th century near Lipsk 
(Leipzig) in Germany [6]. Boring concludes, that the psy-
chology scientists were always interested in perception is-
sues which explains the mentioning of this curiosity in lit-
erature from the Middle Ages [11]. Modern researchers take 
advantage of the previous achievements especially in the 
area of rules for scientific control and the usage of structur-
alized experimentation plans with known factors of strength. 

One of the first quality perception models adopting cog-
nitive approach for certain type of products was proposed by 
Steenkamp et al. for food quality perception [21]. Their 
research on the model validity was conducted in psycho-
logical research paradigm using an independent groups plan. 

Experiments are to trace the cause-effect relations be-
tween certain values of an independent variable and the 
resulting level of a dependant variable(s). Tracing such 
changes in human’s attitude and their judgments is method-
ologically complex due to a relatively high threat from the 
factors beyond full control of the experimenter. The re-
searcher should not only describe investigated phenomenon 
but also prove the time sequence (cause-effect) and describe 
the future behavior for the independent variable changes 
[17]. 

In the summary of background analysis, described broader 
in [9], it should be stressed, that analyzed areas: software 
engineering, software quality engineering, behavioral eco-
nomics and cognitive psychology are in a continuous de-
velopment stage. Despite this fact, software quality psy-
chology is able to take advantage of those research results 
focusing on issues related to software quality perception. 

C. The software quality perception model 
Software quality psychology is a new research area fo-

cusing on the description of cognitive processes associated 
with the perception of software quality [9]. This research 
area is still being defined and this article is one of the first 
presenting the experimental evidence supporting this area. 
First research concentrates on the software quality percep-
tion model presented in fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1, The software quality perception model 
 
The overall quality grade depends on the knowledge based 

importance of characteristics and also the current needs 
saturation. If the observed quality is above expectations then 
a diminishing marginal increases caused by each “quality 
unit” may be expected (Gossen’s law). On the other hand if 
the observed quality is below expectations then a radical 
dissatisfaction, non proportional to the “quality gap” (posi-
tive-negative asymmetry), may be expected [23]. 

Furthermore, both observer’s knowledge and the ob-
server’s mental state influence the perception of software 
quality characteristics (e.g. supplies the process with valid or 
apparent associations etc.). Also both of these structures 
influence the behavior of the attention filter. 

The perceived general quality grade is a non linear com-
bination of perceived attributes K(x,w,s)=∑iFi(si,wi,xi) with 
an open question what is taking place first: judgments about 
single attributes or the general grade assessment. 

II. THE EXPERIMENT 

A. Description 
In this section the techniques and decisions made for the 

experiment preparation will be described. The first problem 
to be solved regarding the research area is the problem of 
preparing a comparable and controllable environment. The 
number of sources possibly influencing the perception 
should be considered as high. Especially in the regard to 
testing a web application task. The perception may be af-
fected by information in media, rumors, previous experience 
of subjects, infrastructure or access failures during evalua-
tion and many other. In the above list the most difficult to 
handle is the problem of differences between IT products and 
projects delivering these products. Each product has its own 
requirements, context of software usage, GUI layout, history 
of project conduction etc. From this perspective it is rather 
unlikely to have independent IT projects with a controllable 
list of differences. 

A decided, real-like environment was designed and pre-
pared for the experiment. To simulate a real project envi-
ronment, a special application framework has been prepared 
– TestLab. The details of this will not be discussed here 



 
 

 

except the most important factors for the purpose of the 
described experiment. 

TestLab is a framework which allows the handling of 
subjects profiles, assignments and monitoring of evaluation 
tasks, gathering feedback from subjects etc. A more impor-
tant factor is the ability to deploy real-like web applications 
(called TestApps) with a controllable fault probability level 
which is negatively correlated with the quality level. 

Each screen of TestApp is internally described with the 
categories of possible (observable) failures. With the as-
signment of a task to a subject, the experimenter sets the 
general probability of failure for the individual task with 
weights between different categories of failures. The failure 
probability function is negatively correlated with quality 
level of an application thus with the use of this function the 
experimenter is able to control the quality level. 

TestLab is generating 12 failure types (list based on ca-
tegorized bugs reports from >100 real projects). This list 
contains: “Blue screen” (application produces lots of tech-
nical information about failure and stops working), Per-
formance error (application hangs for 90 seconds), Data lost 
error (after a filled form is submitted the application reacts 
like it was an empty form – there are two types of this error – 
while writing or reading), Data change error (the application 
stores different data than submitted by the user – there are 
also two types of this error – while writing or reading), 
Calculation error (the application returns an incorrect cal-
culation result), Presentation error (the application presents 
the screen as a maze or another kind of this error: the screen 
is presented with scrambled static texts on the screen), Form 
reset error (every 2-10 seconds the whole form is being 
reset), Inaccessibility of function (the possibility of per-
forming the next step is inactive), Irritating messages error 
(the application displays some sequential messages about 
errors on window presentation but continues normal func-
tion). 

For the purpose of the described experiment two TestApps 
were prepared: the web based issue submitting system 
(TestApp1) and the internet banking system (TestApp2). 
Each application has complete documentation for evaluation 
purposes: the requirements, the test scenarios etc. 

The general experiment plan is an independent groups 
plan. There are four groups in the experiment with different 
treatment: two GFI and two BFI groups evaluating applica-
tions with differing fault probability as shown in fig 2. Two 
HM and LM groups differ in additional motivation existing 
in HM groups. The Cartesian Product of these two partitions 
consists of four groups: GFI.HM, GFI.LM, BFI.HM and 
BFI.LM. 

The experiment’s scenario composes of the following 
stages: 

• Subjects complete their profile surveys containing 
questions about the importance of software quality 
characteristics 

• Subjects are evaluating TestApp1 (failure probability 
FP=0%) on Friday (all groups are starting the ex-
periment at the same time) assessing quality of the 
evaluated application on completion of the task 

• For the following week subjects are evaluating 
TestApp2 (FP is being changed as shown in fig 2) 

assessing quality at the end of each evaluation cycle 
 

 
Fig. 2, TestApp2 sequential FP levels for GFI and BFI groups 

 
As it is shown in fig. 2 for first two days all of the groups 

have the same quality level, then BFI groups gets the version 
with FP=80%, while for GFI FP=10%. For the last cycle all 
of the group evaluate the application with the same FP level 
FP=10%. On the last day the difference between quality 
assessed by groups may be the consequence of recollections 
from the previous days but in the technical manner the ap-
plications are the same. 

After each evaluation, subjects are assessing a version’s 
quality using a survey (an analogical survey as they have 
used in the profiling stage). Surveys use Likert-type scales 
having bipolar terms at the ends, following Osgood’s se-
mantic differential [16]. Questions are asked about: rich 
functionality, general software quality, compliance with 
formal rules, efficiency, productivity, satisfaction, learn-
ability, adaptability, reliability, safety and security2. The 
ends of the scale are anchored to definitions Application is 
the absolute negation of this attribute [value=1] and Appli-
cation is the ideal example of this attribute [value=11]. In the 
middle point the neutral anchor is defined as Application has 
this quality attribute but not on an exceptional level [val-
ue=6]. The scale is intended to look like a continuous scale 
(using red color on the negative and green at the positive and 
with gradient change between). The way of presentation is 
shown in fig 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3, Scale example for the general quality question 
 
All instructions and communications, expect additional 

motivation communicates, were identical for all of the 
groups. 

B. Execution 
For the purpose of the a purposive sampling method was 

chosen. Subjects were to be physically separated (to avoid 
information exchange). Professional software evaluators, 
having similar experience backgrounds, were used as sub-
jects. The application TestApp2 was designed to simulate an 
internet banking system and 100% of the evaluators are users 
of such applications in the real world. The groups equality 

 
2  The list is based on Software Product Quality in Use as in 

ISO/IEC 25010 Commission Draft, 2008 



 
 

 

analysis will be presented in section II.C. 
The experiment was conducted according to an inde-

pendent groups plan and the experiment plan discussed in the 
previous section. There were four independent groups: two 
following the BFI quality path and two following the GFI (as 
presented on fig 2). The two groups (one BFI and one GFI 
group) were told that it is important to assess quality ade-
quately, and two others were left without additional instruc-
tions. 

After TestApp1 tests, one of the groups had lost one per-
son (due to illness) – as this person did not take part in 
TestApp2 tests we decided to continue the experiment. The 
evaluation during the first two days of TestApp2 tests had no 
remarkable occurrences. On the third day the quality was 
decreased and the evaluators stopped the tests complaining 
to their managers about the dramatically low quality level. 
They were told to continue and do as many test-scenarios as 
they were able to (the mail message was sent equally to all 
groups). The following days did not bring any new occur-
rences not expected in the plan. 

C. Validity analysis 
To assess validity properly, the internal validity should be 

discussed first. In this area the quality of the samples and the 
sampling method itself has to be considered. To analyze the 
strength of the observed effect the groups homogeneity has 
to be shown. Below there are two tests of groups homoge-
neity presented. 

The first test is based on the null hypothesis H0: 
M1=M2=M3=M4 based on the declared quality importance in 
the first survey. The declared importance is presented in 
table 1. 

 
Tab. 1, The declared importance of quality for four groups 

GFI LM GFI HM BFI LM BFI HM 
10 9 11 11 
11 10 10 10 
11 8 10 10 
11 10 11 11 

 
For these four groups the ANOVA method: the F-test [17] 

will be applied, to compare inter group differences. Used 
method for the two-groups comparison is analogical to 
Student’s test for two groups [8]. 

Homogeneity of joint GFI groups and BFI groups is cal-
culated using an ANOVA table as shown in table 2. The 
second row of the table presents the same test for homoge-
neity of joint LM and HM groups. 

 
Tab. 2, F-test for the groups homogeneity 

MG1 MG2 SS SSE F p Fcrit 5% 
GFI – 
10,0 

BFI – 
10,5 1,0 10,0 1,4 0,27 4,6 

LM – 
10,6 

HM – 
9,9 2,3 8,8 3,6 0,08 4,6 

 
Homogeneity of the groups was also tested by a pre-test as 

described in the previous section. Groups were given the 
same application with the same quality level. The quality 
grade assigned to this application is presented in table 3. 

 

Tab. 3, Pre-test quality assessment 
GFI LM GFI HM BFI LM BFI HM 

7 7 6 8 
6 7 9 8 
9 8 6 8 
8 10 2 6 

 
Again the test is performed with use of pair wise F-test 

assuming the null hypothesis to be true. 
 
Tab. 4, F-test for the pre-test 

MG1 MG2 SS SSE F p Fcrit 5% 
GFI – 

7,8 
BFI – 

6,6 5,1 45,4 1,6 0,23 4,6 

LM – 
6,6 

HM – 
7,8 5,1 45,4 1,6 0,23 4,6 

 
As presented above, there are no arguments to reject the 

null hypothesis for all of the homogeneity tests, on the preset 
confidence level of α=5%. The analysis shows then that 
equivalency of the groups should be assumed. 

Confounding threads were mitigated by employment of 
typical commercial procedures and employees. The evalua-
tion project was described as a commercial one and passed to 
a professional software evaluation company. The company 
had prepared four teams in separate locations and four test 
managers located outside the location, where their teams 
were performing the evaluation. Communication procedures 
were identical to those, which the company was using in a 
typical evaluation project. Subjects in this experiment were 
professional software evaluators holding international cer-
tificates in testing. These circumstances comply with typical 
modern behavioral economics research [25]. 

The external validity is a general measure of the likelihood 
that the observed reaction will take place in the future. Ac-
cording to Mook [13] if one is testing a theory based on 
psychological studies then external validity should be based 
on the effect size not the statistical significance of the sample 
[17]. This observation uses a corollary that behavior patterns 
are rather constant even in different situations [25]. In the 
case of the discussed experiment the research is focusing on 
psychological theories.  

External validity is typically lower when the experiment is 
conducted in pre-set and constant conditions (such experi-
ments are more sensitive), and is typically greater when the 
balancing methods are employed to control variations of 
variables [17]. 

D. Results analysis 
The results of the experiment will be analyzed with the F 

test and ANOVA method [17]. For the general effect GFI 
and BFI will be jointly analyzed as well as HM (high moti-
vation) and LM (low motivation) groups. 

Quality of the last version of TestApp2 was graded as 
shown in table 5. 

 
Tab. 5, Quality grade of the last version for four groups 

GFI LM GFI HM BFI LM BFI HM 
10 3 2 1 
3 3 4 2 
3 6 2 2 
4 3 1 2 



 
 

 

 
The analysis of data shows that during the experiment the 

floor effect could have taken place (range between data in 
BFI HM is the lowest among groups). The low end of the 
scale was described as “total negation of quality” thus the 
results should be interpreted as the highest possible negative 
grade. 

The null hypothesis H0 assuming that there is no influence 
from the history effect is being verified first. The calculation 
of the F-test is shown in table 6 in the first row. 

 
Tab. 6, F-test for the last version – the history effect and moti-

vation effect 
MG1 MG2 SS SSE F p Fcrit 5% 

GFI – 
4,4 

BFI – 
2,0 22,6 49,9 6,3 0,02 4,6 

LM – 
3,6 

HM – 
2,8 3,1 69,4 0,6 0,44 4,6 

 
The null hypothesis is rejected on the pre-set confidence 

level α=5%. Estimation of the effect size requires additional 
statistic to be calculated – Cohen’s d [17]. The value of d for 
GFI to BFI comparison is d=1.08. According to Cohen [8] 
this value is interpreted as a large effect. 

The second part of the research is the comparison between 
higher and standard motivation among subjects. The null 
hypothesis H0 is assuming that there is no difference be-
tween HM and LM groups. The calculation of F-test is 
shown in table 6 second row. H0 hypothesis cannot be re-
futed. 

The next part of the experiment was the analysis of feed-
back information provided to test managers. For each ver-
sion, the statistics presented to the test manager was calcu-
lated and compared with their assessment grade. The com-
parison of simple estimators is presented in table 7. 

 
Tab. 7, Simple estimators for the opinion of the manager 

Estimator 

 
Mean Geometric 

mean 
Harmonic 

mean 

Harmonic 
mean 

rounded 
Median 

Mean 
value 4,77 4,53 4,30 4,29 4,69

Mean 
error -0,48 -0,24 -0,01 0,00 -0,40

Error std. 
dev. 0,84 0,76 0,73 0,78 0,92

Pearson’s 
r 0,94 0,95 0,95 0,94 0,93

Error 
range -2,75 -2,24 -1,62 -2,00 -3,50

 
The most effective estimator among those tested is the 

harmonic mean of the evaluators answers. A version of this 
estimator where the values were rounded to the nearest in-
teger was also tested (test managers have provided answers 
on a discrete scale). 

E. Interpretation of the results 
Results presented in the previous section support the the-

sis that a user’s knowledge matters in the software quality 
assessment process. The detailed interpretation of the results 
is provided in this section below. The floor effect observed 

during the experiment seem to be inevitable when evaluators 
are frustrated with product quality (if they are forced to 
continue testing even if the application has an unacceptable 
quality level). The frustration leads to the assignment of the 
most critical grade without any analysis of its accuracy for 
the situation. 

The first part of the experiment was designed to analyze 
the problem of perception. Users are unable to verify the 
technical quality of the applications themselves thus they 
have to rely on their associations and knowledge. On the 
other hand people are convinced that objects are unable to 
change their properties rapidly – this way of perception is 
used, for example, for observing the movement of objects, 
although for the quality perception process it influences 
associations about the product based on previous observa-
tions [14]. 

In the second part of the experiment the motivation effect 
influence was investigated. In Baron’s experiment [3] the 
motivation of subjects has affected the results reversing the 
group effect observed previously by Asch. The experiment 
presented in this article, has provided no support for the 
hypothesis that the motivation of subjects influences the 
software evaluation process. The explanation of this result is 
based on the professional character of activities undertaken 
regularly by evaluators. Testers who verify software in large 
organizations are put under pressure from two sides. If they 
declare a malfunction then they assume the risk of personal 
consequences if it was not a malfunction. On the other hand 
if the malfunction is not noted then they risk even more 
severe consequences. In such a situation additional motiva-
tion is far too weak to have any significant influence on the 
process. 

The experiment regarding the secondary perception has 
shown that the opinion of the information recipient is worse 
than the simple average of the analyzed grades. In fact, the 
most effective estimation, among tested estimators, was 
made using the harmonic mean of evaluators’ grades. It 
should be noted that this estimator is the one giving the 
lowest value among the tested ones.  

III. CONCLUSION 
Literature regarding behavioral economics and cognitive 

psychology presents descriptive models of human cognitive 
processes. These processes are the base for all judgment 
formulation processes and decision processes. 

Software quality engineering attempts to define the ob-
jective measure of software quality. This normative model 
does not consider the aspects of behaviorism, subjectivism 
and fallacies which are proven to exist among mental proc-
esses. In consequence the normative model will not be able 
to reflect the real process taking place in the observer’s mind. 

A new research area regarding fallacies, cognitive proc-
esses etc. within the area of software quality assessment is 
raising. As the results of the presented experiment have 
clearly shown, some fallacies strongly affect the perception 
processes, while the others seem to be negligible in certain 
circumstances. 

This conclusion shows potential benefits resulting from 
the management of the customers’ perception of the software 
quality. The application of the results is immediate. For 



 
 

 

example, the results of the presented experiment suggest 
that, despite the lifecycle model, special care should be given 
to the image of the product. The project management must 
not allow the delivery of even a single version of a product 
not compliant with the quality requirements. If such a situa-
tion did occur it would cause the customer to be negatively 
prejudiced about product’s quality, which would affect the 
final acceptance of the product. 

The more is known about the cognitive processes associ-
ated with the customer’s assessment of software quality, the 
more effective project quality strategies will be able to be 
build. 
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